October 2022
Student of the Month

Juan Nava-Valle
Level 1 Dental Assisting
All Around Great!

“Teaching Juan so far has been a pleasure! Juan is always eager to learn and is motivated to keep moving forward. Juan shows great determination and advocates for himself when he needs additional clarification. Working hard is not a problem for Juan, as he puts his best effort into class. Juan shows great study habits and diligence with his excellent test scores! We are happy to have you!”
October 2022
Student of the Month

Tony Crifasi
Level 2 Gaming and Simulation

Wonderful Work Habits!

“Consistently goes the extra level on his projects. Never "mails it in".”
Joshua Gregorio
Level 2 Marine Service Technology

All Around Great!

“Josh is always the first one working and the last to put down the broom! If he has a spare second he will ask what he can do. He is great at working independently and can also work in a team, providing quiet leadership and support when needed. He is always kind and thoughtful to everyone around him. Josh is one of the hardest working students I have ever seen, and he does it in an understated and humble manner.”
November 2022
Student of the Month

Sadia Guevara Paz
Level 1 Cosmetology
Genuine Improvement

“Sadia is very dedicated to learning the skills and theory of cosmetology. She puts in double the effort and truly shows excitement for learning. She demonstrates outstanding practical talents and is a beacon to be reckoned with.”
November 2022
Student of the Month

Cristian
Miranda Roque
Level 2 HVAC
All Around Great!

“Cristian's dedication, pride, and loyalty to his instructor and his HVAC program is extraordinary. He displays leadership qualities such as peer tutoring and promoting HVAC at Crofton High School. His concern and compassion for others is always easy to see. Cristian is truly a delightful and dedicated member of the CAT-S family!”
November 2022
Student of the Month

Angie Rodriguez
Level 2 Dental
Wonderful Work Habits

“I would be happy to have Angie working in any office of mine! Angie is compassionate, friendly and a very quick learner. Angie advocates for herself and asks for clarification if needed. Angie is always helping her classmates and is a wonderful team player. The extra mile is easy for Angie because she knows what she wants and is determined to make it happen. I am excited to see all the places she will go!”
November 2022
Student of the Month

Sophie Graham
Level 1 Dental
All Around Great!

“Sophie is a ray of sunshine in our class! Always smiling and willing to help others. Sophie can multi-task well and genuinely loves being here and furthering her knowledge. We are a better school for students like Sophie!”
November 2022
Student of the Month

Vanessa Hammel
Level 2 Digital Imaging
*Work Ethic*

“Vanessa's work ethic is beyond reproach and it shows in her work! She is a diligent, hard working artist with a plethora of ideas that she easily translates into fantastic pieces.”